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Profile Mission
Profile connects alumni and friends of the University 
of Minnesota, Morris with informative, engaging, and 
enjoyable stories about campus life and beyond 
that reflect the value and success of the liberal arts 
education model, enabling our audience to act as 
proud advocates of the institution they know and love.
EVERY DAY IN EVERY WAY
WE’RE GROWING BETTER 
AND BETTER
Gail Boe, senior gardener, showed an eager audience the best way  
to plant a tree on an unexpectedly chilly day in May.
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giving news
MUSIC OF THE HEART
Sally Finzel honors family and enhances Morris’s instrument collection
Dr. Eve Kugler was a woman of the world: a graduate of the 
Juilliard School of Music and a professor of music education at 
Hunter College, she toured the United States and Europe with 
her harpsichord and her husband, Arthur, by her side. Arthur 
was a successful businessman, an ardent New Deal supporter, an 
advocate for equal opportunity—and an expert harpsichord mover. 
The two traversed Europe in a minibus. They owned homes in 
New York and Carros-village, France. They were very kind to their 
niece, and she loved them for it.
When Sally Finzel lost her beloved aunt and uncle several 
years ago, she and her husband, Vice Chancellor for Academic 
Affairs and Dean Bart Finzel, thought long and hard about a 
fitting tribute to the extraordinary pair. What they came up with 
will honor the Kuglers and sustain the Music Discipline’s capacity 
for high-quality performances.
The Eve and Arthur Kugler Fund for Music Instruments 
will allow Morris to rebuild its instrument collection. “It has 
been challenging for Music to maintain the costly inventory 
needed to have a strong program,” says Bart. For years he has 
watched the faculty save their modest annual allocation for a single 
concert-quality bassoon; they now must rebuild half the campus’s 
 Dr. Eve Kugler
Sally Finzel
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GIVING TO MORRIS 
In partnership with the University of Minnesota 
Foundation, gifts designated to Morris are received 
by and invested in the Morris campus. The 
Foundation serves as the legal, charitable entity for 
the University system.
Susan Schmidgall, chief development officer
320-589-6160
sschmidg@morris.umn.edu
Bill Robb, development officer
320-589-6387
billrobb@morris.umn.edu
Erin Schellin Christensen ’05, development officer
320-589-6067
erinc@morris.umn.edu
ADVANCEMENT OFFICE 
ANNOUNCES DEVELOPMENT 
OFFICER ERIN CHRISTENSEN
Morris is pleased to announce the appointment of 
Development Officer Erin Christensen ’05. Erin brings to the 
position vast knowledge of Morris, strong alumni connections, 
and boundless energy.
“Erin is perfectly poised to serve alumni and friends, as well 
as the philanthropic needs and vision of our campus, as we grow 
our development efforts, continue our work on the University 
of Minnesota campaign, and rise to the financial challenges 
in higher education,” says Chief Development Officer Susan 
Schmidgall.
Erin has served the Morris campus since 2007, most 
recently as director of alumni relations and annual giving. She 
graduated from Morris in 2005 with a degree in economics. 
Erin also holds a master of education from the University of 
Minnesota Duluth.
“I am excited to continue my work with great Morris 
alumni, friends, and donors whom I have had the privilege to 
meet, and I look forward to meeting more along the way,” she 
says. “I am honored and grateful to work with proud, loyal, and 
insightful alumni and friends at Morris. These people and this 
place impact the world far beyond our community, and this is a 
great opportunity to serve the campus and students,” she says.
To connect with Erin, contact erinc@morris.umn.edu or 
320-589-6067.
40-year-old Steinway pianos. With ever-increasing financial 
challenges, Morris needs private support to provide the caliber 
of instruments talented young musicians need to excel in their 
studies.
“If you’re a musician and you want to do the best you can, 
you have to have good instruments,” says Sally. “It’s important to 
have good tools.”
Providing all students access to the finest possible liberal 
arts education is consistent with the Kuglers’ values and life’s 
work, the Finzels say, and that education must include music. It 
adds not only to the student experience, but also to the vibrancy 
of the region.
“When we moved to Morris, I couldn’t believe the quality 
of the music program that was here on the prairie, far from any 
town of any size” says Sally. “It means a lot to me, and I know it’s 
important to others who live here. It’s important that we keep 
that quality and build on it. I’m hoping this gift will spawn more 
donations and help to solidify the music program.”
Eve once was said to have “left the audience at times almost 
breathless.” Thanks to the Finzels, the same may one day be said 
of all who come in contact with the instruments purchased in 
her name.
Eve and Arthur, circa 1977
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Associate Professor of English and American Indian Studies 
Becca Gercken is a recipient of the Horace T. Morse - University 
of Minnesota Alumni Association Award for Outstanding 
Contributions to Undergraduate Education. The award honors 
faculty who excel in teaching, research, creative activities, advising, 
academic program development, and educational leadership. 
GERCKEN RECEIVES ALL-UNIVERSITY HORACE T. 
MORSE AWARD
Gercken has earned system-wide recognition for modeling high 
standards, respect, and inclusivity. Nominators write that she 
“focuses on possibility, on opening multiple perspectives, on 
finding ways to show what literature and critical thinking and 
writing have to offer and teaching students to believe they can 
accomplish what they want to accomplish.”
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CAMPUS ACCOLADES
The Bookmark 
Top 20 Small Colleges for Computer Science
Business First 
America’s 100 Best Public Colleges and Universities
College Magazine 
Top 10 Schools for History Buffs
Sports Management Degree Guide 
Most Affordable Selective College for  
Sports Management
USA Today College 
10 Best Value U.S. Colleges for International Students
GARAVASO RECEIVES 
FACULTY DISTINGUISHED 
RESEARCH AWARD
Pieranna Garavaso, professor of philosophy, has received the 
University of Minnesota, Morris Faculty Distinguished Research 
Award. Established in 2000, the award recognizes sustained 
research/artistic productivity of a Morris faculty member. 
Garavaso has enjoyed a long and distinguished career, producing 
a massive body of work that has earned her the admiration and 
respect of colleagues all over the world.
DEAN RECEIVES 2017 
UMMAA TEACHING 
AWARD
Rebecca Dean, 
associate professor 
of anthropology, 
has received the 
2017 University of 
Minnesota, Morris 
Alumni Association 
Teaching Award. The 
award honors faculty 
members for outstanding 
contributions to 
undergraduate education 
by calling attention to 
educational philosophies, 
objectives, and methods. 
According to nominators, 
Dean stands out for her creative and highly effective pedagogy, 
her incorporation of community outreach into her teaching and 
research with students, and her leadership in redesigning the 
anthropology curriculum to emphasize service learning.
DEBELLIS ’18 EARNS 
PUBLIC POLICY & 
INTERNATIONAL 
AFFAIRS PROGRAM 
FELLOWSHIP 
Ruby DeBellis ‘18, 
Bloomington, has 
been awarded a Public 
Policy & International 
Affairs (PPIA) Program 
Fellowship. The PPIA 
Fellowship is designed to 
help students get master’s 
degrees in fields relating 
to public policy and 
international affairs. It 
also serves as a networking 
opportunity by providing 
fellows the chance to 
connect with about 
4,000 alumni sharing the 
same public policy interests. DeBellis was selected based on her 
academic record and involvement in student activities.
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TONE-PAH-HOTE ’18 IS A 
UDALL SCHOLAR
Tarlynn Tone-Pah-
Hote ’18, Uncasville 
Connecticut, 
has been selected 
as a 2017 Udall 
Scholar in the field 
of Native Health 
Care. The Udall 
Foundation awards 
scholarships to 
college sophomores 
and juniors for 
leadership, public 
service, and 
commitment to 
issues related  
to Native American 
nations or to the 
environment. Tone-
Pah-Hote is one of three Morris students who excelled in the 
prestigious scholarship competition this year: JoMarie Garcia ’18 
and Mckenzie Dice ’19 were selected as Honorable Mentions.
JAN BROEMMELHAUS  
IS MORRIS’S FIRST  
J-1 INTERN
Morris saw the 
arrival of its first J-1 
Student Intern, Jan 
Broemmelhaus, this 
spring. Coordinated 
by the International 
Student Services Program 
at the University of 
Minnesota, Twin Cities, 
the J-1 Student Intern 
program provides career 
training for students. 
Broemmelhaus is 
studying industrial 
and environmental 
engineering at Münster 
University of Applied 
Sciences. He is spending his five-month internship working with 
the campus, the City of Morris, and the West Central Research 
and Outreach Center to develop clean energy solutions.
GLOMSTAD ’17, ILGAR ’16, AND SCHNABEL ’17 NAMED 
FULBRIGHT SCHOLARS
Chase Glomstad ’17, Olivia Ilgar ’16, and Addison Schnabel ’17 have earned Fulbright U.S. Student Program awards. The Fulbright U.S. 
Student Program is the largest United States exchange program offering opportunities for students and young professionals to undertake 
international graduate study, advanced research, university teaching, and primary and secondary school teaching worldwide. Glomstad’s, 
Ilgar’s, and Schnabel’s successes speak to the power and value of a Morris education on the global stage.
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At Morris spring brings a dizzying flurry of activity: 
award ceremonies, banquets, final presentations, 
performances, and, of course, Commencement.
SPRING 2017 RECAP
SPRING FEVER
8 University of Minnesota, Morris
Community Engagement Award winners  
Michele Hickman ’13, Lisa Harris ’09, and 
Kelly Fischer ’17, OCE Celebration
Fiona Wu ’18 and Argie Manolis, winner of 
the Outstanding Faculty and Staff Award, 
Lavender Celebration
Scholar of the College winner Michelle 
Brownlee ’18 with Shelly Brownlee, Honors 
and Awards
John Haseman ’17, winner of the UMAC Scholar-
Athlete Leadership Award, with Julie ’86 and 
Craig Haseman, Honors and Awards
Tracie and Cody Shaffer ’17, winner of the 
William R. Scarborough Memorial Award, 
Honors and Awards
Muslim Student Association leaders Salvi 
Alam ’18, Jubair Hassan ’19, and Christina 
Kotten ’20, Student Leadership Banquet
Faculty and Staff Recognition Dinner
Back:  Robert Thompson, retiree; Kevin Flicker ’74, retiree and Morris Academic Staff Award; Phil Hengemuhle, Outstanding Support Staff 
Awards, Teamster Recipient; Mohammed Farah ’13, Bill and Ida Stewart Award for Ethnic Diversity, Staff Recipient; Rebecca Dean, UMM 
Alumni Association Teaching Award; Carla Riley ’72, retiree; Sandy Kopel, Outstanding Support Staff Awards, AFSCME Recipient
Front: Elizabeth Spohr, retiree; Rose Murphy ’10, retiree; Mick Rose ’71, retiree; Lynn Johnson, Mary Martelle Memorial Awards Staff Award; 
Ron Rosen, retiree; Pieranna Garavaso, UMM Faculty Distinguished Research Award; Becca Gercken, Horace T. Morse-Minnesota Alumni 
Association Award for Outstanding Contributions to Undergraduate Education
Joy Adedeji ’17 and Sarah Buchanan
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Vice Chancellor for Academic Affairs and Dean Bart Finzel; University of Minnesota, Morris Alumni Association President Amy Doll-
Wohlers ’90; The Honorable Peggy E. Lucas, University of Minnesota Board of Regents; Chancellor Michelle Behr; THOR Construction 
CEO and Commencement Speaker Ravi Norman ’98; student speaker Katie Ledermann ’17; and Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs Sandy 
Olson-Loy
American Indian Honoring Ceremony
Joe Melby ’17Grads lining up in HFA
Kayla Kranitz ’17 and Samantha Shade ’17Sarah Kvale ’17,  Meagan Rollins ’17,  Katie 
Ledermann ’17
Steve Burks and Humza Haider ’17
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MEET A COUPLE OF OUR MORRIS PEOPLE
FACULTY: NANCY CARPENTER
MORSE-ALUMNI DISTINGUISHED TEACHING PROFESSOR OF CHEMISTRY
NUMBER OF YEARS TAUGHT ON CAMPUS: 
28
SIGNATURE ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT: 
The accomplishments of my students. I’ve been a pretty innovative and, 
dare I say, daring teacher, and I’ve worked with loads of students on the 
joys and trials of research, but I’m so much more pleased and impressed 
with what my students have accomplished.
FAVORITE MORRIS MEMORY: 
Singing a version of the rouser to Professor Togeas on his last day of 
teaching chemistry (along with most of the rest of the campus) in the 
Science Auditorium
WHAT’S THE BIGGEST PROBLEM YOU WANT TO SOLVE: 
Reversing climate change, which starts with education
STAFF: CARLA RILEY ’72
SENIOR DIRECTOR, EXTERNAL RELATIONS
NUMBER OF YEARS WORKED ON CAMPUS: 
13
PROUDEST PROFESSIONAL ACHIEVEMENT: 
Having grown outreach efforts to alumni
FAVORITE MORRIS MEMORIES: 
The ones tied to alumni recounting stories of their time at Morris and their 
consequent appreciation of faculty and staff who were instrumental in 
shaping their futures
WHAT HAS INSPIRED YOU TO COME TO WORK 
EVERY MORNING? 
With each alumni contact, whether it be at an event 
we were hosting, an email invitation, the E-Express 
newsletter or the Profile magazine, I knew we were 
bringing a little piece of Morris to those who had once 
occupied this space and now remember it fondly.
Riley with family at the Faculty and Staff 
Recognition Dinner
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STUDENTS: ELSIE WILSON ’18, MINNETONKA
MORRIS CAMPUS STUDENT ASSOCIATION (MCSA) PRESIDENT
MAJOR: 
Biochemistry
AREAS OF INVOLVEMENT ON CAMPUS: 
MCSA, campus committees, and research with professors
FAVORITE MORRIS MEMORY: 
Lying in the sun with friends between classes when the weather becomes warm 
in spring and the grass on the mall turns green
HOW ARE YOU MAKING THE MOST OF YOUR 
MORRIS EXPERIENCE: 
I studied abroad in South Korea at Yonsei 
University. I also have been involved in research on 
campus, which has been invaluable in helping me 
understand what path I want to take professionally, 
and it has equipped me with many of the skills 
needed to be an effective lab worker. MCSA has 
also been very central to my life at Morris. It has 
really allowed me to tap into the community here 
and realize how busy and vibrant it is.
ALUMNI: LEONARD MUNSTERMANN, PHD ‘64
SENIOR RESEARCH SCIENTIST, YALE SCHOOL OF PUBLIC HEALTH
HEAD CURATOR OF ENTOMOLOGY, YALE PEABODY MUSEUM OF NATURAL HISTORY
MOST MEMORABLE AREAS OF INVOLVEMENT ON CAMPUS: 
student newspaper, student government, student employment, 
residential life
FAVORITE MORRIS MEMORY: 
One funny (at the time not so funny) incident occurred during the year 
I was projectionist for Don Spring’s international film festival. It was an 
Ingmar Bergman film, maybe The Seventh Seal, and the 35mm film got 
stuck in the projector, got hot, began melting, and finally began burning. 
As the film began melting it looked natural on the screen at first, but the 
smoke pouring out of the projector gave it away. Well, at least Dr. Spring 
did not fire me.
HOW DID YOUR TIME AT MORRIS PREPARE YOU  
FOR LIFE AFTER COLLEGE? 
The transition from rural western Minnesota farm life to the university 
academic environment was traumatic: intellectual rigor, new language, 
new kinds of social behaviors. The major in psychology led me to 
understand better the thinking and motives of people around me; the 
work in biology gave me sufficient background to teach tropical biology 
during two subsequent years in Ghana and then continuing a lifelong 
career in evolutionary biology and entomology.
12 University of Minnesota, Morris
American Indian Boarding School
1887–1909
West Central School of Agriculture
1910–63
University of Minnesota, Morris
1960–present
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Each of us has a story to tell: where we came from, how we 
got here, where we’re going. Morris is no exception. Thanks 
to Sharon Stewart Reeves ’68, the Morris story will live on 
forever.
The future Sharon Stewart Reeves History and 
Heritage Center will carve out space for the acquisition, 
development, preservation, promotion, management, 
and administration of archives within Briggs Library. In 
short, it will help the campus community care for and 
pass on its story. The center will include everything from 
campus history and scholarship to digital and other special 
collections. More importantly, it will enhance teaching, 
learning, and outreach by making its resources available  
to all who seek them.
“The History Center will better enable the library and 
campus to tell the Morris story,” says LeAnn Dean, 
Briggs Library director. “It is our hope that it will thrive 
as a dynamic entity, incorporating the energy of student 
interns, alumni volunteers, a committed staff, and regional 
collaborators inspired by a commitment to preserving what 
makes this place unique.”
Alumna Transforms Space for Teaching and Learning
A pioneer in online newspaper 
archives, Reeves spent much 
of her professional life as a 
special collections librarian. 
So she knows a thing or two 
about preserving history, since 
newspapers are frequently 
referred to as “the first draft 
of history.” She also knows 
a lot about Morris; she even 
got her start working in the 
campus library. Morris played 
an important role in Reeves’s story, so when she decided 
to give back to her alma mater, she did so in a way that 
honored her values, interests, and expertise.
“UMM was a great place to go to school, and I want to make 
sure that its history is not lost,” she says. “I hope that the 
History Center will bring together the history and heritage of 
the three schools that have lived on the campus and make 
the history available for students, faculty, and others.”
    A ROOM 
OF HER OWN
According to Bryan Herrmann ’01, vice chancellor for 
finance and facilities, alumni and friends have the power 
to shape the campus in ways that cannot always be 
anticipated or accomplished without outside help. As state 
investment in higher education declines, public schools 
must look to other funding sources to help them carry out 
plans, like this one, for capital expansion and improvement.
“Philanthropy can get new facilities projects off the ground 
and improve a student’s experience,” he says.
Alumni and friends like Reeves have vision—and the 
ability to turn their visions into reality. Since the grassroots 
citizens’ movement to establish the University of Minnesota, 
Morris in the late 1950s, supporters have been able and 
willing to turn this campus into the college of their dreams. 
Through ideas ranging in scope from the EcoStation to 
the Morrison Gallery to the History Center, they have 
transformed Morris into the beautiful, smart campus it is 
today—one with an evolving story, all its own.
14 University of Minnesota, Morris
You have the power to improve student learning outcomes, research capabilities, and outreach 
opportunities at Morris. Currently in the works are a number of facilities upgrades and improvements 
that will carry our liberal arts mission into our physical space. Here are just are few examples—there 
are countless others, many of which have yet to be imagined.
To find out how you can help renovate campus landmarks and construct new ones, contact  
Chief Development Officer Susan Schmidgall.    |   320-589-6160    |   sschmidg@morris.umn.edu
THE ECOCENTER EDSON AUDITORIUM
STORIES IN THE MAKING
“Philanthropy can get new facilities projects off the ground 
and improve a student’s experience.”
—Bryan Herrmann ’01, vice chancellor for finance and facilities
The mission of the EcoStation is to provide a 
campus learning laboratory dedicated to promoting 
environmental stewardship through research, 
reflection, and discovery. With indoor and outdoor 
spaces for teaching and learning, the proposed 
EcoCenter at the EcoStation will foster a culture 
of exploration and innovation and contribute to an 
appreciation of and respect for the environment. 
The planned EcoCenter site will cover two acres 
and include classroom, lab, and gathering areas. It 
will bring us one step closer to realizing our vision 
for the EcoStation: a fully operational, fully staffed, 
signature platform for the University in its quest to 
tackle today’s grand challenges.
Giving Opportunities
• Construction of the state-of-the-art EcoCenter
• An endowed fund to support the EcoStation  
 program and EcoCenter facilities in conducting  
 environmental education, research, and  
 preservation in the region
Since 1992 the Student Center has been the 
University of Minnesota, Morris’s community center. 
Serving students, faculty, staff, alumni, and guests, 
it is the hub of campus activity. At its heart is Edson 
Auditorium, the campus’s largest gathering space. 
Edson Auditorium seats 500 people and is crucial 
to the success of student programs, recruitment 
efforts, and community events. It was constructed 
in 1959 for the West Central School of Agriculture 
that preceded the University. Although well built, 
Edson Auditorium has gone without updates for 
decades. But with new technology and decor, it 
will boost student recruitment and retention and 
provide visitors of all ages entry to the University.
Giving Opportunities
• Create a welcoming, gracious lobby and  
 distinct entrance
• Replace stage, seating, and sound booth
• Enhance the facility’s aesthetics
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PINE GLEN OUTDOOR 
CLASSROOM
PHYSICAL 
EDUCATION CENTER
“Philanthropy can get new facilities projects off the ground 
and improve a student’s experience.”
—Bryan Herrmann ’01, vice chancellor for finance and facilities
The campus community has long sought to 
create an outdoor classroom that would connect 
academic activity with the natural environment. 
The proposed Pine Glen Outdoor Classroom will 
do that and more, carving out room alongside Pine 
Hall for instruction, entertainment, and more. Filled 
with gardens and gathering spaces, this outdoor 
teaching and learning area will bring together 
members of the campus and greater communities 
in a stimulating environment where they can 
really thrive. It will build on Morris’s demonstrated 
commitment to student success and environmental 
sustainability. 
Giving Opportunities
• Create an outdoor space with seats and staging  
 for entertainment and instruction
• Leverage the natural setting and campus historic  
 preservation plan to create an environment  
 perfectly suited to its surroundings
Originally built in 1970 to support seven men’s 
varsity athletic programs, the Physical Education 
Center now is home to nine varsity men’s and 10 
varsity women’s programs as well as Sport Studies 
academic programming. It supports the excellence 
of nearly 400 student-athletes and provides all 
students a resource for recreation and wellness. 
Improvement and expansion will transform the P.E. 
Center into a tremendous asset for the campus, 
the greater Morris community, and the west central 
region of Minnesota. It will improve students’ health 
and wellbeing, support student recruitment and 
retention, and enhance the experience of athletes 
on and off the field.
Giving Opportunities
• Build fieldhouse addition to support student  
 athlete development
• Expand locker and training/medical facilities to  
 serve students unsupported by existing space
• Add flexible classroom functionality to enhance  
 student learning
• Remodel entrance to increase facility’s utility,  
 community impact, and visibility
PLANES, TRAINS, AND AUTOMOBILES
Whether on campus or the road, Chancellor Behr sure has been busy making 
connections in her first 100 days. Your chance to meet her might be coming 
sooner than you think! 
YOU DON’T BECOME A MOVER AND SHAKER BY SITTING STILL!
12,400
NUMBER OF STAIRS
CLIMBED TO THE
CHANCELLOR’S OFFICE,
ASSUMING ONE TRIP UP AND ONE TRIP
DOWN EACH DAY FOR 100 DAYS
COFFEE
CHANCELLOR’S
FAVORITE
ENERGY
BOOSTER
1 
ALL YOU NEED IS ONE
MEANWHILE, AROUND CAMPUS...
AS MANY AS IT TAKES
1 
HOUSE PURCHASED
IN MORRIS
MINNESOTA DRIVERS 
LICENSE ACQUIRED
1 TIME TAKING THELICENSE TEST TO PASS
1 NEW FENCE (FOR THE DOG)
You are invited to celebrate the
inauguration of Chancellor Behr
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 29, 2017
1:30 P.M., IN EDSON AUDITORIUM
Connecting with alumni, meeting with legislators,
learning the lay of the land, Chancellor
Behr has made her way around
Minnesota and the nation.
In addition to all of the students, faculty, and sta
at Morris, the chancellor met:
SAVE  THE  DATE
MILES LOGGED
0 1 6 9 9 6
2955378
+ CLASSESWERE HELD + kWhEVENTS TOOKPLACE STUDENTSGRADUATED ENERGY WASPRODUCED LOWEST TEMPIN FIRST 100 DAYS HIGHEST TEMPIN FIRST 100 DAYS
APPOINTMENTS
ON THE CALENDAR
EMAILS SENT
AND RECEIVED
37
DAYS ON
THE ROAD 6,038 BY CAR10,958 BY AIR
TOP PRIORITIES
FOR HER FIRST 100 DAYS
THE CHANCELLOR’S
WHAT HAPPENS NEXT?
PLACES TO GO.... ...PEOPLE TO SEE
WHERE WE ARE HEADING NOW
150+
ALUMNI
6
MINNESOTA
LEGISLATORS
18
MEDIA
REPRESENTATIVES
...AND SHE
LOOKS FORWARD
TO MEETING YOU
IF SHE HASN’T
ALREADY!
12
U OF M
REGENTS
50
FRIENDS
OF MORRIS
Morris
Appleton
Alexandria
Glenwood
Willmar
Fergus Falls
Fargo/Moorhead Duluth
Brainerd
Minneapolis/
Saint Paul
Rochester
BOSTON, MA
DENVER, CO
FORT MYERS, FL
PHOENIX, AZ
WASHINGTON, DC
MINNESOTA
"Michelle is truly eager to connect with alumni and friends. 
 Through conversations and fellowship across the state, alumni 
 are already sharing their hopes for Morris, and I look forward to 
 seeing Morris continue to thrive under her leadership."
—Dan Moore ’07, immediate past president 
of the UMM Alumni Association
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INAUGURATION 
Morris is a singular, fabulous 
place. At the same time, we 
can always think more 
intentionally, deeply, and 
creatively about what we do 
and how we do it. That's the 
goal of the upcoming strategic 
planning process: to help 
successfully position Morris 
for its next 10, 15, 20 years.
THE CHANCELLOR’S VISION
“
”
1. Listen & learn. 
2. Meet & engage as 
 many stakeholders 
 as possible. 
3. Think through how 
 to develop & structure 
 a strategic planning 
 process to launch 
 in the fall. 
4. Install a fence for my 
 bloodhound. (Those 
 4 a.m. dog walks are 
 challenging, especially 
 in the dead of winter.)
“
”
PLANES, TRAINS, AND AUTOMOBILES
Whether on campus or the road, Chancellor Behr sure has been busy making 
connections in her first 100 days. Your chance to meet her might be coming 
sooner than you think! 
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THE BIG PICTURE
This spring Distinguished Alumna 
Ann Michels ’92 returned to 
campus to “Perform the Liberal 
Arts” with Professor of Theatre Arts 
Ray Schulz in a Founders Scholar 
Convocation. To read about this 
year’s Distinguished Alumni Award 
winners, turn to page 20.
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AMY DOLL-WOHLERS ’90, UMMAA PRESIDENT
I think it’s safe to assume that if you are reading Profile, and especially if you are reading this 
column, then you are probably still interested in Morris. But are you still connected?
There are many opportunities for alumni to remain connected to Morris. The two most 
obvious are Commencement and Homecoming. Commencement this spring brought many 
family, friends, alumni, and dignitaries to campus. It was a beautiful summer-like weekend 
punctuated by excitement and pride. Homecoming this fall will be an opportunity for alumni 
to again return to campus to reminiscence with fellow grads and to network with new members 
of the club. If you haven’t returned for a while, you might be surprised by the changes and 
improvements on campus. This school on the prairie continues to impress.
If returning to Morris is not in your immediate travel plans, consider all the opportunities to 
connect with Morris “on the road” at Morris on the Move events. From Saints ball games in Saint 
Paul to various informal gatherings across the country, connecting with fellow alumni is easy and 
enjoyable.
And don’t forget online connections, including the alumni association website  
(alumni.morris.umn.edu), Athletics’ new website (morriscougars.com), and the redesigned 
campus homepage (morris.umn.edu), just to name a few.
You’ve already taken a good step toward being informed. Profile is a well crafted publication offering a glimpse into the lives of current 
and former students. But don’t stop here: I invite you to join us—on campus, off campus, and online—and reconnect with Morris.
UPCOMING ALUMNI EVENTS
Aug. 31 Gopher Pre-Game Tailgating—McNamara Alumni  
 Center, University of Minnesota, Twin Cities
Sept. 29–Oct. 1 Homecoming 2017
  Distinguished Alumni Award and Cougar  
  Hall of Fame Banquet
  Reunions: Improv Alumni, Meiningens Alumni
  Cougar Alumni Athletic Games: Softball, Baseball,  
  Women’s Basketball
  UMM Alumni Association Board Meeting
Oct. 15 UMMAA at the Vikings—U.S. Bank Stadium,  
 Minneapolis
Dec. 2 Community of Scholars Admissions Volunteer Event
Dec. 7 Class of 2018 Senior Banquet
Feb. 2–3 Community of Scholars Admissions Volunteer Event
Feb. 13 Morris on the Move—Mesa, Arizona
Feb. 22 Annual Midwinter Alumni Event—Minneapolis
For the most current event information, visit  
alumni.morris.umn.edu/opportunities-connect.  
Events take place on campus unless otherwise noted. 
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DENNIS GIMMESTAD ’73
Nominated by George Fosgate, professor emeritus of theatre arts
“My Morris years were rich—intellectually, socially, and culturally. 
They launched a path that has been engaging, sometimes puzzling, 
and frequently rewarding.”
—Gimmestad
Dennis Gimmestad ’73 has enjoyed a 40-year career in historic preservation. 
Through his professional and volunteer activities, he has devoted his life to 
stewarding Minnesota’s history for future generations. Gimmestad most recently 
acted as architectural historian at the Minnesota Department of Transportation; 
prior, he served the Minnesota Historical Society for more than 30 years. He 
holds BAs in speech communications and theater from Morris and in historic 
preservation studies from Metropolitan State University. Gimmestad sits on the 
Society of Architectural Historians Minnesota Chapter, Norwegian-American 
Historical Association, and Legacy of the Lakes Museum executive boards. A 
former UMMAA president, he returns to campus each summer to share his time 
and talents with library staff in the archives.
“Dennis played an instrumental role in shaping the field of historic 
preservation in Minnesota. He has had a hand in preserving and 
rehabilitating many of the state’s best-loved buildings, structures, 
parks, and landscapes as well as preserving many important 
archaeological sites.”
—Susan Granger ’80
“Dennis has been an exemplary alumnus and friend of the University. 
He has exemplified and lived the learning and values that the 
University strives to instill in its graduates.”
—Robert Hansen ’73
THE 
BEST 
OF THE 
BEST: 
2017 UMMAA 
Distinguished Alumni 
Award Recipients
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TERESA R. LUCKOW PETERSON ’91
Nominated by Vice Chancellor of Student Affairs Sandy Olson-Loy, 
Assistant Vice Chancellor for Student Affairs and Chief Diversity Officer 
Hilda Ladner, Associate Professor of Psychology Heather Peters, and 
Morris Healthy Eating Coordinator Mary Jo Forbord
“This award truly represents the many people who have been placed in 
my path. It is with their gifts and contributions that I have been able 
to gain a wealth of experience and reciprocate good work.”
—Peterson
Teresa Luckow Peterson ’91 has worked to revitalize the native language and 
lifeways of the Dakota people. An educator and tribal leader, she has supported 
a number of indigenous communities. Peterson serves the Upper Sioux 
Community as tribal planner. She holds a BA in liberal arts for the human 
services from Morris as well as an MS in education from Southwest State 
University and an EdD from the University of Minnesota Duluth. She has earned 
numerous honors, including the Native Governance Center Native Nation 
Rebuilder, American Association of Colleges & Teacher Education Holmes 
Scholar, Shakopee Mdewakanton Sioux Community Endowed Scholar, Bush 
Leadership Fellowship, Minnesota Indian Education Association Tribal Official 
of the Year, and Southwest State University Ethel Curry Scholar. She also spent 10 
years on Morris’s American Indian Advisory Committee. 
“Dr. Peterson is highly regarded by people in the Dakota community, 
the broader Native American community, and the general mainstream 
community. I have witnessed how she builds positive coalitions 
wherever she goes. She believes we all have abilities we can contribute 
to our communities and to one another.” 
—Associate Professor of Psychology Heather Peters
Now in its 16th year,  
the Distinguished Alumni 
Award honors alumni 
who make noteworthy 
contributions in their 
professional lives,  
in public service,  
or in service to  
the University 
of Minnesota.
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LOOK WHO’S BACK!
David ’12, Kennedy, and Jayna ’13 Flanders 
Ruprecht
Alyssa Herzog Melby ’07, Erin Denman ’09, and  
Michael Peterson ’08
Katherine Duram ’18, Associate Professor of Political Science Sheri Breen, Abbey 
Dickhudt ’19, Morris Healthy Eating Coordinator Mary Jo Forbord, Jared Walhowe ’09,  
Erik Mack ’19, Associate Professor of Anthropology Rebecca Dean, and Margaret Doom ’18
Jon Mukand MD, PhD ’80 with Professor Emeritus 
of Chemistry Jim Togeas
David ’94 and Nicole Newman 
Brecht ’96
Kate Droske ’06 and Ty CarlsonAssistant Professor of Biology Rachel 
Johnson with Amy Weinmann ’95
Nicole Dobmeier ’09
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COMMUNITY COFFEE WITH 
CHANCELLOR BEHR
The UMMAA hosted alumni and friends for coffee and 
conversation with Chancellor Michelle Behr in Willmar, Morris, 
Alexandria, and Fargo/Moorhead. To learn more about Chancellor 
Behr’s early conversations with alumni, turn to page 16.
Top left: Talking with Sue and Professor Emeritus of Biology 
Van Gooch. 
Top Right: Visiting with Lori Park-Smith
Left: Meeting David Fluegel ’97 and Brad Heins
ALUMNI JAZZERS
In early April the Alumni Jazzers made their way to Morris to jam 
at the annual Jazz Fest. 
COUGAR WOMEN’S 
SOCCER 7 v 7 
FRIENDLY GAMES
Alumnae and their families hit the pitch 
with current players to share memories, 
have some laughs, do a little networking, 
and spend quality time with lifelong  
friends in late April.
Kali Cordes ’12, Crystal Zastrow ’12, Katie Kestner ’13, Christina Mollan ’15, 
Courtney Dutton ’15,  Justine Wolf ’15
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COUGAR 
ALUMNI GOLF 
CLASSIC
Alumni and friends of Cougar 
Athletics got together at the 
Pomme de Terre Golf Club for 
the annual golf tournament  
in July.
ALUMNI IN THE 
ARCHIVES
For the third consecutive year 
a group of dedicated alums 
helped assess, organize, and 
describe the archival materials 
held in Briggs Library.
MORRIS ON THE 
MOVE—ST. PAUL 
SAINTS
Clouds didn’t stop alumni and friends 
from enjoying a little barbecue at opening 
night of the Saint Paul Saints in May.
Group photo: Dawn Benson ’77; Mary Klauda ’77; Dennis 
Gimmestad ’73; Stephen Gross, archivist and associate 
professor of history; Jon Antonsen ’19, History Club member; 
Naomi Skulan, metadata and technical services coordinator; 
Chancellor Michelle Behr; Bev Harren ’66; Tom Harren ’67; 
and Susan Von Mosch ’78
Above: Dawn Benson ’77 working with a smile.
Mary Asche ’95, Amanda Johnson ’04, Pounce, and Mary 
Holmberg
Steve Schroeder ’85, Matt 
Johnson ’88, Doug Tigner ’85, 
Jay Johnson ’85
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Class of ’64
Leonard E. Munstermann is putting the finishing touches on 
his 19th “curator in charge” exhibit at Yale Peabody Museum, 
titled “Beauty and the Beetle,” which shows large metal sculptures 
by Gar Waterman and the associated real from the Peabody 
collection. Leonard also was invited to write a chapter on 
Psychodidae for a standard textbook titled Medical Entomology.
Class of ’72
Ron Larson, head basketball coach at Anoka-Ramsey Community 
College, was the subject of the Star Tribune’s “Reusse: Riveting 
stories abound with Anoka-Ramsey basketball players.”
Class of ’74
Margaret Quackenbush received the Advocate of Music Therapy 
Award. Margaret has been president and executive director of the 
Hochstein School of Music & Dance since 1992 and a member 
of the school’s faculty, teaching clarinet and chamber music, 
since 1979. An active soloist, chamber musician, and orchestral 
clarinetist, Margaret is a founding member of Antara Winds.
In Memoriam
Roger Schnaser ’67
Arlene J. Dayton ’68
Judith L. Thomas ’71
John Freeman ’76
Irvin Ray Haberman ’77
Peggy Ames ’83
Ardath Larson, retired librarian
Daniel Noble, retired vice chancellor of finance
Shirley Swenson, Health Services  
Outstanding Service Award
Robert Vikander, retired director of admissions and 
financial aid
Class of ’78
David Eckmann received the President’s Gold Medal Award 
from the Minnesota Radiological Society (MRS) in April 2017. 
Although he is no longer teaching, David continues to work with 
the MRS foundation, helping residents become outstanding 
representatives and stewards of the profession of radiology 
specialists.
Lyle Rambow was inducted into the Minnesota State High 
School Baseball Coaches Association Hall of Fame. The former 
Morris Area Tigers head baseball coach has won five West Central 
Conference championships and eight district championships and 
has had teams play in two state tournaments. 
Class of ’79
Constance Hegna Gunderson retired after more than 31 years 
at the Minnesota Teachers Retirement Association, spending the 
last 20 as the manager of member benefits. During her tenure 
Constance provided retirement, disability, and death benefits for 
Minnesota public school teachers.
Tom Harren ’67, Bev Harren ’66, Mary Klauda ’77, Dennis 
Gimmestad ’73, and Susan Von Mosch ’78 gathered to “get 
down to archives business with beers” in April.
Rick Hargrave ’71  
received his 
Presidents Club 
certificate in 
Clemson, South 
Carolina, in May.
Robert Hansen ’73 recently attended a conference of the 
National Schools of Theatre at the Westin Lake Resort in 
Henderson, Nevada, and enjoyed sharing UMM theater 
memories with Pat and Professor Emeritus George Fosgate.
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Class of ’80
Jill Olson has had a successful career in human services, working 
in the Hoffmann Care Center and the Iowa Department of 
Human Services. Jill has also worked as a volunteer coordinator 
for a child abuse prevention mentoring program in Bozeman, 
Montana, and in recent years has taught CPR and First Aid classes 
at the Red Cross. Jerry Olson ’81 coached collegiately at Iowa 
Wesleyan College, had two separate stints as an assistant coach, 
and was head coach at Oklahoma Panhandle State University.
Class of ’83
Julie Critz, superintendent of Alexandria Public Schools, 
earned the 2017 Kay E. Jacobs Memorial Award in honor of 
her concern for students and active involvement in professional 
and community affairs. Presented by the Minnesota Association 
of School Administrators, the Kay E. Jacobs Award recognizes 
female administrators with 10 or fewer years of experience who 
demonstrate excellent leadership and involvement in MASA and 
other educational organizations.
Class of ’88
Ira W. Whitlock was named on a list of 2016’s Top 100 Lawyers 
by the National Trial Lawyer. He was selected as the top Saint Paul 
Lawyer 2017 by the Global Directory of Who’s Who Top Lawyers 
and is a member of the Minnesota Association of Black Lawyers. 
After graduating from Morris and getting his JD from William 
Mitchell College, Ira made it his mission to represent those who 
“find themselves on the wrong end of a system whose due process 
is levied against them like a stack of cards.”
Class of ’89
Belinda Miller, principal at Sioux Valley Middle School, was 
named the 2017 Middle School Principal of the Year by the South 
Dakota Association of Secondary School Principals in April 2017.
Cigdem Asiray ’85 (pictured with retired Coordinator of Project 
Management Dave Aronson) came to Morris in the early 1980s 
from Turkey, working in the Office of Residential Life for three 
years before graduating. After graduating from Morris she went 
to Lehigh University to get her master’s degree. Cigdem now is 
back in Turkey working as a consultant and trainer. She has been 
married for nearly 20 years and lives with her husband on the 
island of Tenedos in the Aegean Sea.
Kathy Sletto ’85, Shepherd’s 
Bay Farm, Alexandria, spoke at 
The Sons of Norway Norskfodt 
Lodge 1-590 about her fiber 
business and spinning wool 
from her own flock of sheep, 
llamas, alpacas, and other 
animals.
Alan Mills ’92, director of bands at Colorado State University-
Pueblo, recently completed a residency conducting the 
Symphony Orchestra and teaching music classes in the Culture 
and Art Education Center of the University of Electronic 
Science and Technology of China. Alan sought additional 
work throughout the year, which took him across China and 
southern Asia and included a performance at the Beijing 
Concert Hall, where he conducted the Beijing Wind Orchestra. 
Alan’s family of five returned to Colorado this summer.
Cara Critchfield 
Heminger ’93 received 
the 2017 Central States 
Conferences Teachers 
of Foreign Languages 
Teacher of the Year award.
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Class of ’92 
Bill Magnuson was the 2017 recipient of the Don Swanson Award 
for work done in the name of the Minnesota Football Coaches 
Association (MFCA). Bill has been coaching for 20 years and 
this fall joined the Pequot Lakes Patriots as an assistant coach. He 
works hard to strengthen the MFCA and provide opportunities 
for student-athletes.
Class of ’97 
Peter Olson-Skog has been selected by Minnesota’s Independent 
School District 197 to lead the district as the next superintendent 
of schools. Peter previously was assistant superintendent for 
Roseville Area Schools, leading the district’s Department of 
Teaching and Learning.
Class of ’98
Rebecca Gadson was recently named the University of Texas Rio 
Grande Valley’s new dean of students and associate vice president 
for student life. Her duties include ensuring students are aware of 
programs and services available at the university and looking for 
ways to enhance their learning experiences. Rebecca previously held 
the positions of interim dean of students and had been the senior 
associate dean of students for student involvement since 2015.
 
Jacqueline Edmondson, associate vice president and associate 
dean for undergraduate education at Penn State, has been 
appointed as the next chancellor and chief academic officer for 
the Greater Allegheny campus, beginning June 1. Jacqueline 
started her faculty career in 1998 at Morris.
Brand ’95 Confirmed Associate Attorney General
Rachel Brand ’95 became the Associate Attorney General of the United States this spring. 
She now is third in command at the United States Department of Justice.
“Rachel has proven herself to be a brilliant lawyer—graduating from Harvard Law School, 
clerking for Justice Anthony Kennedy and working in private practice, earning the respect of the 
entire legal community throughout her career,” stated Attorney General Jeff Sessions in a press 
release. “I know the entire Department of Justice joins me in congratulating her, and we look 
forward to her assuming her critical role in the Department.”
When Brand testified before the Senate Judiciary Committee during her confirmation 
hearing in March, U.S. Senator Amy Klobuchar complimented her on her choice of college.
Erika Bailey-Johnson ’99, sustainability director at 
Bemidji State University, spoke at the Minnesota Center for 
Environmental Advocacy Women’s Breakfast in April at the 
University of St. Thomas in Saint Paul. Bailey-Johnson is 
shown above with Monique Daley ’99.
Norman ’98 Delivers 
Commencement Speech
Ravi Norman ’98, 
chief executive officer 
of Minnesota’s largest 
minority-owned business, 
THOR Construction, 
served as Morris’s 2017 
Commencement speaker.
“The world is yours, 
and the opportunities are 
endless,” Norman said in 
his speech. “I hope all of 
you SIT, EAT & GROW 
your way to reaching 
your full potential and 
maximizing opportunities.”
Norman possesses 
more than 16 years of 
expertise in the areas of 
strategic management, organizational development, and 
commercial finance. His dynamic leadership style consists of 
an optimal mix of macro business strategy, management and 
organizational theory, operational execution, transparent 
intents, proactive communication, and measurable 
outcomes. Norman has collaborated with several Fortune 
500 corporations and nonprofits to develop innovative 
solutions to maximize diversity and inclusion within the 
supply chain. His corporate experience includes Norwest 
Bank, Wells Fargo & Co., and Highland Banks, and his 
formal education includes degrees in economics, business 
management, finance, and strategy.
For more on Commencement 2017, turn to page 6.
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Class of ’01
Tara Lunde Entringer completed the 2017 Boston Marathon. 
Class of ’02 
Raziya Webster graduated with honors and a doctoral degree in 
education, with a specialization in counseling psychology. Raziya is 
working as a clinician at a human rights agency in Chicago. 
Sarah Wilm Hunter is pursuing a bachelor of science in nursing 
through Southwest Minnesota State University in Marshall, where 
she was inducted into the Southwest Minnesota Nursing Honors 
Society in November 2016. Sarah is working as a registered nurse 
at Douglas County Hospital in Alexandria.
Class of ’04
Neil Robert Linscheid was named a 2017 Bush Fellow. He will 
use his fellowship award to complete a PhD in human factor and 
ergonomics. He plans to later apply this knowledge to community 
development and communicating the impact of this work.
Kurt Refsnider is the “lone geologist” in the Environmental 
Studies and Sustainability program at Prescott College in Prescott, 
Arizona. Kurt teaches courses in geologic history, field geology, 
and global environmental geology. His most popular course is 
“Geology Through Bikepacking,” which was featured in Earth 
Magazine. 
Class of ’05
Anna Haseman Woods was featured in a recent Dental 
Professional Advisory Committee Newsletter’s “Junior Officer 
Spotlight.” Woods is a staff dental officer with the Indian Health 
Services in the Bemidji Area, Cass Lake Service Unit. Her duties 
include providing general dentistry in a public health setting for 
both well and medically compromised adult and pediatric Native 
American patient populations. 
Class of ’09
Elijah Mayfield, vice president of new technologies at Turnitin, 
was named to The Edvocate’s 2017 EdTech 20: A Ranking of 20 Global 
Edtech Influencers. These influencers “are all active in the area 
of edtech, doing something influential in 2017, well-known 
throughout the edtech landscape, and making an impact globally.”
 
Class of ’11
Matt Privratsky, senior communications and government affairs 
specialist at Fresh Energy, appeared on WCCO 4 News to discuss 
the benefits of electric cars. Matt also wrote an article about his 
work to improve the walking route to the Green Line station in 
Saint Paul. 
Dana Woods ’06, Anna Haseman Woods ’05, Melissa  
Haseman ’20, Julie Haseman ’86, John Haseman ’17  
celebrate John’s graduation at the Haseman family home.
From Small Town to Big Time: Ossenfort ’00 Collecting 
Rings with the Patriots
by Joe Tischler, director of athletic communications
No former Morris student-athlete has ever played in the Super Bowl. But this year Monti 
Ossenfort ’00, New England Patriots director of college scouting, collected his third Super Bowl ring.
Ossenfort worked for the Patriots as a personnel assistant in 2003 when they won Super Bowl 
XXXVIII over the Carolina Panthers. In 2014, his first season in his current role, New England 
defeated the Seattle Seahawks in Super Bowl XLIX. And in 2017 the Patriots completed an incredible 
comeback to defeat the Atlanta Falcons in Super Bowl LI.
After graduating from Morris with a degree in economics and management, Ossenfort earned master’s degrees in business 
administration and sports management from Ohio University. He interned with the Minnesota Vikings and the Houston Texans 
before heading to New England.
Prior to making it to the ranks of the NFL, Ossenfort was a small-town Minnesota resident. He says small-town life should not 
deter you from having big aspirations.
“It’s a big world out there; find out something that you love to do and go for it,” he says. “If you have determination and 
willingness and you’re able to sacrifice to go to the extra mile, anything is achievable.”
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Class of ’12
Adam Helgeson ’12, Scott Veenhuis ’13, Mark Halverstadt ’13,  
and Ben Israelson ’14  performed as barbershop quartet Kordal 
Kombat at the West Central Connection Chorus spring concert. 
Kordal Kombat has competed in several competitions over the 
years, including the 2013 Land O’Lakes Quartet and Novice 
Championship, the 2014 Land O’Lakes Collegiate Quartet 
Championship, and the International Collegiate Barbershop 
Quartet Contest. 
Class of ’14
Jon Braegelmann headed to Germany after becoming this year’s 
Hans Joohs intern. He is spending the summer in three different 
positions, including assisting an English, history, and social 
studies teacher and using his geology degree at the Department of 
Environmental Law and Industry Oversight.
Four Wolney children have attended Morris over the years. 
From left to right: Phil ’14 graduated with a degree in sport 
management and is now working as a paraprofessional and 8th 
grade basketball coach at Fridley Public Schools. Bethany ’16 
graduated with a degree in biology and is teaching at Menlo 
Park Academy in Northeast Minneapolis. Melinda ’17 hopes 
to continue her education and become a school psychologist. 
Michelle ’20 just finished her first year at Morris and is on 
track to graduate with a degree in anthropology
Brenna Hucka ’09 and her colleagues at Hennepin Technical 
College were honored at the White House’s Healthy Campus 
Challenge Day on January 13 for their efforts to help community 
members and students gain access to health insurance. While 
at the White House Brenna and the other delegates heard from 
honorees, key policymakers, and First Lady Michelle Obama on 
the importance of accessible health care.
Lucy Lloyd ’11, Alex Carlson ’08, Peter Ray ’09, and Katie 
Sundquist Carlson ’09 met up for a little friendly competition 
at the 2017 Minnesota High School League State Speech 
Tournament. All of the coaches sent students to compete in 
their respective classes.
RECENT PUBLICATIONS
BY MORRIS AUTHORS AND EDITORS
Edith Borchardt, professor emerita of German
Rudolf. Crown Prince and Rebel
(Peter Lang, Inc., 2017)
Stephanie Chrismon ’02  
(writing as DC Edwards)
Bright City
(CreateSpace, 2017)
Mariah Ralston Deragon ’09  
with Mary Kay Keller Ralston
Tributaries, by Tim Ralston
(Buffalo Commons Tavern LLP, 2016)
Tasha Young Lehner ’10  
with Kathleen A. Chara
Caleb’s Healing Story: An interactive story 
with activities to help children to overcome 
challenges arising from trauma, attachment 
issues, adoption, or fostering
   (Jessica Kingsley Publishers, 2016)
HAVE YOU PUBLISHED A BOOK RECENTLY?  
LET US KNOW: alumni@morris.umn.edu
Send us your Class Notes.  
Please include high resolution photos!
Office of Alumni Relations, Welcome Center 
600 E 4th St, Morris, MN 56267
alumni@morris.umn.edu or alumni.morris.umn.edu/submit-class-note
Next Class Notes Deadline: December 3, 2017
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Men
The men’s basketball team qualified for its 10th straight UMAC 
playoff berth following a 15–12 (9–7 in the UMAC) record in 
2016–17. Leading the way offensively was guard CD Douglas ’18, 
Marshall, who led the UMAC in points (505), assists (142), and 
steals (49). Those numbers helped earn him All-UMAC First 
Team honors and D3hoops.com All-West Region Second Team 
honors. Backcourt mate Tyler Ukkelberg ’18, Battle Lake, earned 
All-UMAC Second Team recognition after posting career-high 
totals in scoring (14.0 points/game), rebounding (7.4/game), and 
assists (4.4/game). Head Coach Paul Grove became the all-time 
wins leader in program history with 196 career victories at Morris.
Women
After a year away, the women’s basketball team returned to the 
UMAC championship game after posting a 14–2 conference 
record. Head Coach Tim Grove was named UMAC Coach of 
the Year for the fifth time after guiding the Cougars to a 20–7 
overall record—the fourth time the program reached that win 
total and first since the 2010–11 season. Guard Elli Stevenson ’19, 
Hayti, South Dakota, earned All-UMAC First Team nods after 
leading the squad in scoring (14.0 points/game) and assists (3.8/
game). Fellow guard Mauren Thiesen ’19, Sauk Centre, earned 
All-UMAC Second Team recognition as she led the team with 61 
made three-pointers. Forward Kendra Raths ’19, Sartell, earned 
an Honorable Mention selection as she was second on the team in 
scoring (11.8 points/game) and rebounding (7.4/game).
SOFTBALL
Despite winning five of its final seven games, the softball team 
missed out on postseason play in 2017. Earning All-UMAC 
Honorable Mention honors were Gina Downie ’17, White Bear 
Lake, and Meghan Pomeroy ’17, Arden Hills. Downie collected 
38 hits while batting .288 and committed only two errors in the 
outfield. Pomeroy batted .305 and led the team with 20 runs 
batted in. Autumn Mahoney ’18, Frazee, earned a spot on the 
UMAC All-Defensive Team and led the team in hits with 44.
BASEBALL
The baseball team qualified for the UMAC Postseason 
Tournament for the second straight season by posting a program-
high 12 UMAC wins in 2017. Its 18 overall wins are the most 
in the program since 1996. Leading the team offensively was 
Chandler Erickson ’17, Chokio, who earned his second All-
UMAC First Team honor. He led the conference and set a single-
season program record with 58 hits. His .377 batting average led 
the squad. Pitchers Michael Dockendorf ’17, Howard Lake, and 
Tyler Hannan ’18, Delano, received All-UMAC First Team nods. 
Dockendorf led the team in wins (six), complete games (four), 
and strikeouts (49) while Hannan set a single-season program 
high with seven saves. Lucas Luedtke ’20, River Falls, Wisconsin, 
also garnered All-UMAC First Team recognition. Outfielders 
Jackson Gessell ’18, Grand Rapids, and Donnie Mavencamp ’17, 
Maple Lake, received All-UMAC Honorable Mention selections.
BASKETBALL
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TENNIS
For the fifth straight season, the men’s tennis team received the 
UMAC Team Sportsmanship Award. Paul Leslie ’18, Minneapolis, 
was the team leader in singles match victories with four. For the 
women, Emily Johnson ’18, Circle Pines, and Abby Van Kempen ’20, 
Elbow Lake, led the Cougars with four combined victories in 
singles and doubles matches. Both teams were led by first-year 
Head Coaches Devin Chuba ’15 (men) and Jalen Voss (women).
SWIMMING/DIVING
The Cougars rewrote the record books in 2016–17 as they set 
11 program records at the Liberal Arts Championships. Caitlin 
Papke ’20, Hutchinson, set three program marks in the 200 
backstroke and 200 and 400 individual medleys. Montana 
Lawrence ’20, Princeton, also established three program bests in 
the 500, 1000, and 1650 freestyles. Amanda Donley ’18, Mounds 
View, broke Cougar records in the 100 and 200 butterfly and Tori 
Brua ’17, Foley, set a new mark in the 200 freestyle. The quartet 
also teamed up to set a program record in 800 freestyle relay. All 
four earned spots on the All-Liberal Arts Championship Team 
along with diver Ryann Lynch ’18, Coon Rapids.
Women
The women’s track and field team had 11 UMAC All-Conference 
selections during the indoor and outdoor seasons. Being a part 
of three UMAC record-breaking performances was Hannah 
Goemann ’17, Wells. She teamed with Katherine Novak ’19, 
Champlin; Brooke Hogan ’20, Cannon Falls; and Tanna 
Boyle ’17, Simla, Colorado, to set a new record in the distance 
medley relay at the UMAC Indoor Championships. At the 
UMAC Outdoor Championships, Boyle claimed a conference 
championship in the 1500 meters in record-setting fashion, and 
she teamed with Boyle, Novak, and Elisabeth Anderson ’18,  
Bloomer, Wisconsin, to set a new conference standard in the 
4x800 relay. Emily Ciesynski ’19, Blaine; Molly McGrath ’18,  
Ham Lake; Paige Pederson ’20, Warren; and Hogan won 
the 4x100 relay title. Carly Denler ’17, Champlin, set a new 
conference standard by claiming her third UMAC pole vault 
crown. Sami Brinkmann ’18, Hamburg, who won the indoor 
title in the weight throw, and Sierra Paske ’19, Rochester, who 
earned All-UMAC recognition for her second place distance in 
the hammer throw at the outdoor championships, also earned 
All-UMAC nods.
Men
The men’s team earned second-place finishes in the UMAC 
Indoor and Outdoor Track and Field Championships. Justin 
Terry ’17, Ripley, Mississippi, won a pair of conference crowns 
as he claimed the 60- and 200-meter dashes at the indoor 
championships. Cole Kvistero ’19, Redwood Falls, took the top 
spot in the 60-meter hurdles. Chalmer Combellick ’17, Chokio, 
won a conference championship in the one-mile run. He also 
teamed with Tyler Sassenberg ’19, Winthrop; Mike Okeson ’17, 
Detroit Lakes; and Ryan Anderson ’20, Bellevue, Idaho, to win 
the distance medley relay. With a second place height in the 
pole vault, Justin Chute ’18, Grand Forks, North Dakota, also 
earned All-UMAC honors. Combellick earned another UMAC 
title by taking the 1500 meters in a new conference record time 
at the outdoor championships. Mack Ferguson ’17, Mendota 
Heights, and Kvistero claimed All-UMAC nods with second-
place performances in the hammer throw and 110-meter hurdles, 
respectively.
TRACK & FIELD
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STEVE VAN HEE ’65—GOLF (1962–65)
A member of one of the first Cougar men’s golf teams, Van Hee was the top performer on the two-time Pioneer 
Conference championship squads in 1964 and 1965. In those years Van Hee earned medalist honors by shooting 
scores of 76 and 74, respectively. 
Van Hee received medalist honors all three seasons he golfed for the Cougars. He took two events in 1963 and 
added two more in 1964. He finished his career with one of the best seasons in Cougar history. Van Hee claimed 
medalist honors three times and qualified for the NAIA national tournament, where he finished 31st of 180 
golfers. In 1965 he earned Morris’s first Honor Athlete of the Year award for academic performance, leadership, 
sportsmanship, and athletic ability.
After earning a bachelor’s degree in biology, Van Hee headed to Pacific University College of Optometry in Oregon. After serving 
in the US Army, he practiced optometry for 35 years before retiring in 2002. He has been married to his wife, Rita, for 48 years and has 
three children and seven grandchildren. Still an avid golfer, Van Hee enjoys playing more than 150 rounds a year.
ANNA TOWNSEND TOOL ’99—VOLLEYBALL (1995–98), BASKETBALL (1995–99) 
A versatile member of both the Cougar volleyball and basketball teams of the late 1990s, Anna Townsend Tool 
has her name all over the Cougar record books. 
The Esko native is in the volleyball record books in an astounding 14 different categories. She is in the top six in 
five single match categories. She is third all-time in both block assists and hitting percentage for a single season. For 
a career, Townsend is top-12 in seven different categories, including first all-time with a .285 kill percentage.
After graduating with a degree in elementary education, Townsend earned a master’s degree from South 
Dakota State in 2001 and spent 11 years coaching college volleyball. She has worked as a senior sales associate for a 
medical software company for the past seven years. Townsend is the president of the Dassel-Cokato Youth Basketball 
Association and coaches youth basketball and volleyball. She and her husband, Ryan, have three children.
TODD HANSON ’97—BASKETBALL (1993–97)
Todd Hanson was a stat-sheet stuffer during his four years on the Cougar men’s basketball team. It’s not often 
a player can score and put his teammates in a position to score, but Hanson was adept at both. A freshman on the 
1993–94 Northern Sun Intercollegiate Conference championship squad, Hanson is Morris’s all-time leading scorer 
and its all-time leader in assists. He also holds the program record for most free throws made: 438.
After graduating from Morris with a degree in economics and management, Hanson received an NCAA Post-
Graduate Scholarship and went on to the University of Minnesota Law School and, later, to the Northwestern 
University Kellogg School of Management. Hanson now resides in the greater Los Angeles area, where he is a 
director at Houlihan Lokey, a global investment bank.
THREE TO BE INDUCTED INTO 
COUGAR SPORTS HALL OF FAME
Athletes will be honored during the 2017 Homecoming festivities, September 29–October 1.
COUGAR ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION
To get involved or learn more contact 
Jason Herbers, director of intercollegiate 
athletics, at 320-589-6425.
morriscougars.com
JOIN THE COUGAR ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION!
The Cougar Athletic Association provides high-quality  
opportunities, equipment, and facilities for the nearly  
400 student-athletes and 19 athletic teams at Morris.
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 29
1:30 p.m. Inauguration of Chancellor Michelle Behr
3 p.m. Inauguration Reception
5 p.m. Alumni Reception
6 p.m. Distinguished Alumni Award and Cougar  
 Hall of Fame Homecoming Banquet
7:30 p.m. KUMM Homecoming Concert
8 p.m. Dessert and Drinks in Morrison Gallery
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 30
10 a.m. Alumni Brunch 
11 a.m. Cougar Softball Alumni Game
11:45 a.m. Campus Tour
12 p.m. Annual Residence Halls Tug-O-War
12 p.m. Cougar Baseball Alumni Game
1 p.m. Green Tour
2 p.m. Homecoming Concert
2:30 p.m. Coffee and Cookies with Pounce
3 p.m. Cougar Women’s Basketball  
 Alumni Game
3 p.m. Alumni and Friends Social
4 p.m. Tailgate
6 p.m. Cougar Football Homecoming Game vs.  
 Crown College 
SUNDAY, OCTOBER 1
11:30 a.m. Tug-O-War Flag Raising on the Lake
We hope to see you 
all on campus for a 
fun-filled weekend 
of reunions and 
reminiscing! 
A special welcome 
goes out to the 
reunion groups 
gathering this year: 
Meiningens and 
Improv.
For up-to-the-minute 
schedule information, 
visit alumni.morris.umn.edu/
homecoming
Welcome Center
600 East Fourth Street
Morris, Minnesota 56267-2132
Follow us!
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 29, 2017
1:30 P.M., EDSON AUDITORIUM
RECEPTION TO FOLLOW IN OYATE HALL
JOIN US FOR THE INAUGURATION ON 
FRIDAY, AND STAY FOR HOMECOMING 
FESTIVITIES ALL WEEKEND!SIXTH CHANCELLOR OF THE 
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA, MORRIS
INAUGURATION OF 
MICHELLE BEHR
YOU ARE 
INVITED
